[Breast self-examination practice in Tunisia based on a survey of first-line patients].
As the first phase of a breast cancer screening campaign in central Tunisia, a survey aimed at evaluating the frequency of self-examination of the breasts (SEB) and identifying factors which might influence this practice took place in the Kalâa Kbira region of Tunisia, involving 300 first-line out-patients. Women answered a questionnaire presented by a resident in medicine during the course of the visit. The survey showed that the use of SEB remains slight (28%). Discriminant analysis enabled identification of parameters influencing this practice. Thus age of the patient, educational level of the woman and/or spouse and the source of information were the most significant parameters, in increasing order of importance. The results of this survey should enable definition of the content and form of information to be given to women in order to obtain their participation in a breast cancer screening campaign in central Tunisia.